EASY-TO-READ

Language and Literature

*Alice in wonderland.* New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .A398)*


*The frog prince.* New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .F927)*


*Goldilocks and the three bears.* New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .G619)*

*Heidi.* New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .H465)*

*Little mermaid.* New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .L778)*

*Princess & the pea.* New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .P957)*


CIRCULATION

Education


Language and Literature


Medicine


REFERENCE


FICTION

Language and Literature

*The bell*. New Delhi, India: Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .B433)*


*Ugly duckling*. New Delhi, India : Kuldeep Jain for Pegasus. *(ESL Eas PZ 8 .U26)*

**FILIPINIANA**

*Geography, Anthropology, Recreation*


*Language and Literature*


**FACULTY**

*Social Science*
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Total number of volumes: 44
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The Libraries support the teaching, research, and service mission of the university and enhances the academic experience of each student at the Knoxville campus through outstanding print and electronic collections, reference and instructional services, and top-notch facilities and technological resources. The John C. Hodges Library, Webster C. Pendergrass Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine Library, and George F. DeVine Music Library serve the Knoxville campus. Library acquisitions budget has a separate section for purchasing databases and e-journal packages. Subscribing for journals. Requests for journal subscriptions can generally be submitted once a year, usually by 15 September. The list of e-journals open for the University of Tartu is here. Requesting of books. To request the purchase of a book for the library, you need to send information to the subject librarian of your faculty.